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MEET O.R.I.
Our Robot Instructor is
ready to take you on an
instructional tour about
comic books. learn how
to use them and create
them in your classroom!
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Comics are everywhere these days.

Our theaters...

OUR DEVICES...

even Our closets...

And for people
who haven’t read
comics before...

It can be
overwhelming.
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RELAX.

CLOSE YOUR EYES.

EXHALE.

TAKE A BREATH.

IF YOU ARE THE ONE
making comics...

OPEN YOUR EYES
AND REMEMBER...
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COMICS CAN BE
ANYTHING.

3

WAY BACK THEN

COMICS, AT THEIR CORE,
ARE SEQUENTIAL ART: A SERIES
OF IMAGES AND WORDS USED
TO COMMUNICATE.
And thIs is just what
people have been doing for
centuries -- communicating
through comics!

Prehistoric cave
dwellers used doodles
to share stories of
hunts and daily life.

The ancient egyptians
used hieroglyphics to record
information about harvest
seasons and business deals.

The moche people of
south america decorated their
ceramics with biographies
and religious stories,

And medieval europeans
embroidered and wove
their histories into
tapestries and fabrics.

RIGHT ABOUT NOW

As more materials became available and
the ability to share art became easier,
these and other forms of visual
storytelling transformed and expanded.

Chinese and japanese
scholars and artists
developed cartoons and
illustrated stories on
scrolls, becoming the
foundations for manhua
and manga.

Europeans used printing presses
to distribute political cartoons
and religious allegories, which in
turn led to picture books, comic
strips, and illustrated novels.

And in the United states,
newspaper comic strips
became so popular they were
reprinted in small books.

Those small books were so
popular, publishers decided to
stop paying newspapers for
their strips and just created
their own comic books.

Almost every culture has
a history with sequestial art,
and comics can often be understood
without any words at all.
nowadays, many comic characters
are universally recognized.

Just like a living
creature or a machine,
comics have an anatomy.
And just like baking a
loaf of bread or
constructing a safe
home, the more comic
book creators know
about how the parts and
pieces of comics work
together, the better
the product! one of the
main ingredients of a
comic is

a panel typically
contains one scene
The shape and
of a story. a page
border
are used to
may have one or
help
convey
visual
many panels.
information. for
example, a wavy
border usually
references a dream
or a flashback.

Speech Bubbles
are the standard
container for
dialogue.
like panels
panels,, the
borders can
communicate how
the dialogue is
being spoken.
Extra lines used to
convey emotion and
movement are called...

lines showing
movement.
PIE.

Hot PIE.
Lines showing
emotion.
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WHEN PLANNING
THE LAYOUT OF
A COMIC PAGE,
PANELS ARE USED
to help direct
THE READER’S
EYES.

Panels are read
in a SIMILAR order
and direction as
prose books.

Panels also
help establish
the rhythm of
a page.

BIg panels have a lot of room
and give readers a place to rest.
The bigger the panel, the more
tIme and attention it is given.

Multiple
small panels
can be used
to create...

...Suspense.
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And this brings
us to the magical
space between the
panels that makes
comics unique

Those readers
can follow right
along, even if...

COMICS TELL
STORIES...

OUR BRAINS FILL
IN THESE “GUTTERS”
WITH THE STORY
WE CAN’T SEE.
THAT MEANS...

YOU PLAY
with time...

Explain
PROCESSES...
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IF YOU GIVE YOUR
READER ENOUGH
VISUAL CLUES...

OR LOCATION.

And provide
information.

No matter how much, or
how little money, talent
or technology you have,
there are lots of ways
to make comics!
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There are all sorts
of ordinary tools and
materials you can use
to make comics.

Many comic book
creators use
traditional art
SUPPLIES...

While some
go digital and
others...

In fact, you can
make comics out
of just about
anything...

Even stuff
someone else
might throw
away.

Go with whatever
they can find.

The best kept secret
about making comics
Is any way you make
them is the right way
to make them!
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Brainstorming
& organizing

DOODLING

Character
CREATION

Are you ready to make
YOUR OWN COMICS?
These are just
some of the steps
you might take in
the process of
creatIng them.
Storyboarding

SCRIPTING

LAYOUTS

World building
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Publishing

We can make comics
about any theme or
topic. That’s part of
what makes comics
amazing.

Mystery!

Romance!

SCIENCE!

Fantasy!

Sports!

Monsters!

ALIENS!

Superheroes!
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Adventure!

However, sometimes
the best stories...

...Are those closest...

...to home.
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When we tell stories
about our lives, we
become experts.

We know the
dialogue and the
settings inside and
out because we
have lived them.

When students
worry about their
comics not being
good enough, we
can say to them...

No one
else knows
more than you
about how you
felt that day.
and no one
else can draw
that scene the
way you can.
Memoir comics
make them the
smartest creators
in the entire world.
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Even though students are
experts in their own lives...

They may still
have difficulty
empathizing with
others -- seeing
the world from
other points
of view.

Creating biographical
comics gives students
opportunities to
practice their listening
and empathy skills at
the same time.
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Good stories are all
about describing problems
and solving them.

The story of a problem
includes three things:

There are
four basic types
of conflict.

Person vs
person

Person vs
self

Person vs
SOCIETY

Person vs
Environment

And great storytellers
show their readers
how a conflict starts ...
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How a conflict intensifies and builds to climax
-- A point of maximum interest for the audience -- and then ...

Reaches a resolution! The conflict comes to an end
and the characters have learned or gained
something important -- knowledge, experience,
understanding or something else.
Good stories leave the
characters in a different place
from where they started.
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Students of all backgrounds
have difficulty learning
Even if they score well
new skills and information
on a test or answer every
when they feel disconnected
question in class, students
from the material and
need a personal connection
overwhelmed by unfamiliar
to make sense of their
language and ideas.
knowledge and use those
skills in the future.

Even though students
may struggle to
learn new language
and concepts, they
are experts in many
other ways.

They know about the foods they
eat and communities where they live,
they know their traditions and
their values, and they know their
strengths and their challenges.
Comics are a powerful way for
students to use their expertise
to make connections to new
understanding.
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Comics can make it easier to
show similarities and differences.
abdi made this comic to show how
food culture can differ from
one country to the next.

When I
am ready
for my midday
meal...

When many
americans are
ready for a
midday meal

Instead of walking
to a market, they order
food and have it delivered
to their work, or they
bring their midday meal
from home.

I walk to the
marketplace and
see which vendors
are selling.

I choose something
I can afford and eat it right
there in the middle of the market;
I talk to the vendors and hear
what is happening today
around town.
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Just like me, they
like to talk during their
midday meal and find out
what is happening in the
lives of the people
they know.

Comics help students
visualize the benefits and
risks of making a decision.
when students can picture
themselves making one or two
choices, then they are often
able to think of more options
-- and more consequences -than they had realized

After
graduating
from school,
I am going to
need money
because
getting an
education can
be expensive.

OPTION 1:

Ask relatives
to borrow
money.

Benefit:
relatives feel
good helping.

RISK:
relatives afraid
to say no.

BENEFIT:
CLOSE TO HOME.

RISK:
LOW WAGES.

BENEFIT:
BETTER PAY.

RISK:
COSTS MORE TO
live in the city.

OPTION 2:

FIND JOB
IN TOWN
OPTION 3:

Find a job in a
more Wealthy
city

Drawing comics makes it
easier to predict possible
outcomes because students have to
slow down their thinking and ask,
“How might I explain this in a
drawing?” They have to consider
all of the little details and
decide, “what really matters?”
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When students
start thinking about how
they make decisions, they
also start to examine
their beliefs and values,
their opinions and ideas.

Through symbols, colors,
imagery and metaphors,
creating comics helps
students who may struggle
to explain their thoughts
and feelings when only
using words.
Hannah believes
all girls deserve an
education but when her
family asks her why
she gets quiet and
apologetic. She
Created this comic to
help them understand
her point of view.

When I’m at
home, my older
brothers do the most
important chores, get
to go shopping with
my uncle, and help
make important
decisions.
I feel like a
little kitten kept in
a very nice basket.
Everyone is nice to
me and treats me
well. However, no
one takes me
seriously.
When I’m at
school, I help my
classmates learn
difficult math
because numbers
make more sense to
me than words.
School makes
me feel strong
and powerful, like
a rocket headed to
the stars or the
engine of a boat
carrying people
across the
ocean.

I think every
girl should get
the chance to
feel that way -important,
powerful and
helpful.
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Making comics
helps students
communicate
ideas...

And make
meaning in our
world.

Solve
problems...

In other words, creating
comics develops authentic
literacy skills through a
powerful means of
communication...

The universal
language of comics!
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Combining the written word with
even the most simple doodles can be
a powerful tool for students learning
English. Panels and Perspectives:

Creating Comics in the EFL Classroom
is an instructional guide for
educators with insights, strategies,
and practical applications for making
comics in any English language
classroom. Discover the
educational power of comics!
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